This study proposes and quantitatively assesses a terms-of-trade penalty for defaulting: defaulters must exchange more of their own goods for imports, which causes an adjustment to the equilibrium exchange rate. This penalty can take the place of an ad hoc fall in output: Facing only this penalty and temporary exclusion from debt markets, countries are willing to maintain borrowing obligations up to a realistic level of debt. The terms-of-trade penalty is consistent with the observed relationship between sovereign default and a country's trade flows and prices. The defaulter's currency depreciates while trade volume falls drastically. We demonstrate that a default episode can imply up to a 30% real depreciation, which matches observed crisis events in developing countries.
Introduction
Sovereign default corresponds to major changes to a country's trade relations: large fluctuations in traded quantities and relative prices. This is to say, currency crises and default crises often coincide.
In our model, we explicitly link the two, positing that the sovereign default decision is influenced by the potential averse effect on trade. Our model incorporates this margin into a standard model of endogenous sovereign default. A simple terms-of-trade penalty for defaulters (1) is consistent with trade behavior after default and (2) does not require that a borrower's income to fall after default, while still acting as a sufficient deterrent to default that can allow countries to sustain reasonable levels of debt. We find the default decision is significantly sensitive to the international trade properties of the economy, which suggests that differences in import-export behavior might explain observed differences in countries' willingness to default. Specifically, countries that would trade more during normal times are less likely to jeopardize these flows by defaulting. This uncovers an interesting benefit from international integration: trade-loving countries also turn out to be better borrowers.
The motivation for our work comes from evidence that countries who have recently defaulted have worse terms of trade than those in good standing. Through our framework, we can study how trade penalties affect a country's decision to maintain debt obligations. Our qualitative statement is that that penalizing defaulting countries by worsening their terms of trade reduces the probability of default. Quantitatively, our model shows that a realistic deterioration in terms of trade is sufficient to maintain realistic quantities of foreign debt: between 20 and 50% of GDP depending on the size of the penalty.
To briefly outline our mechanism, after a default, the country finds imported goods more expensive and this penalty prevents default for some countries. When the cost of imports changes, the income effect reduces welfare and the total amount of imported goods is lower but it also increases the marginal value of domestic goods because they are imperfect substitutes. In turn, the real price of foreign goods, the exchange rate, is determined endogenously; thus, some of the adjustment to the penalty happens through prices, the depreciation, and some through quantities.
In short, default makes importing more difficult, which changes the trade flows and prices.
Next, we review the related literature and present some empirical evidence consistent with our terms-of-trade penealty. Section 2 discusses the mechanism through which depreciation can deter sovereign default. Section 3 introduces the full infinite-horizon model, and then Section 4 quantifies the mechanism. Finally, we conclude.
Related Literature
Most of the current literature on endogenous defaults considers countries that are fundamentally self-sufficient for goods, but with access to international markets to smooth their income fluctuations. A country's income fluctuations determine its demand for credit, and defaulters face market exclusion and an ad hoc penalty to their income stream. Arellano (2008) exemplifies this type of model, in which endogenous default is a choice between servicing a sovereign's debt or defaulting and suffering a penalty to output. Bulow and Rogoff (1989) shows that some sort of penalty to defaulters is required to sustain a positive level of debt in equilibrium, as a purely reputational penalty -a temporary exclusion from credit markets -is not enough. As in Arellano (2008) , most studies have interpreted the penalty to a defaulter as a loss of output. Modeling assumptions for the penalty and process for generating income are then tightly intertwined, as demonstrated by Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) , which uses a process with a stochastic trend which allows the use of a simpler income penalty. Others have introduced richer debt markets because, as pointed out in Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012) , the maturity structure of debt relative to the persistence of shocks is important to the default decision; see also Hatchondo and Martinez (2009) on long-term bonds.
All of these studies rely upon an income penalty to address the problem raised by Bulow and Rogoff (1989) . The motivation comes from an empirical finding that output on average falls after default. Tomz and Wright (2007) , however, finds the link between "bad times" and default to be "surprisingly weak" -about 40% of the default episodes happen with above-trend output.
There are a few notable exceptions to this reliance on ad hoc output penalties, quite complementary to our own work is Mendoza and Yue (2012) . It explicitly models production in the potentially defaulting country, which relies upon foreign borrowing to meet a working capital constraint. 1 Upon default, this working capital is unavailable and so the defaulter suffers lower output 1 See also Guerrieri et al. (2012) .
and reduced imports because it acquires fewer intermediate goods from abroad. Instead of explaining the mechanism of how foreign-dependent goods become more expensive, our study focuses on the effect of that change, and demonstrates that it has realistic implications for debt and default. Arellano (2005) used a version of terms-of-trade penalty too, imposing an 8% decrease to the efficiency of importing, but without the endogenous effect on relative prices we describe in Section 2. The results however are consistent with our own: Using that paper's baseline calibration in our model also produces a higher default probability simultaneously with larger sustainable default.
In the empirical literature, Rose (2005) documents that default reduces international trade by 8% for an extended period after default 2 . He speculates that trade suffers after default because trade partners will not extend short-term credit after a sovereign default, raising the cost of crossborder trade. This is consistent with Arteta and Hale (2008) , which finds that credit becomes scarce for private firms after a sovereign default. In addition to disruptions to financing, the existing barriers may worsen. Exporters are at the whim of the other country's trade officers, who can greatly increase the cost of trading goods by overzealous customs inspections or other non-tariff trade barriers. The time cost can add 10-30% to the cost of imports, as estimated by Hummels (2001) . Many of these costly bureaucratic barriers are fungible and can be made more stringent for less-favored trade partners. Furthermore, many developing economies depend on favorable trade agreements and sourcing partnerships with the developed world. 3 Without favored market access or the use of a trade partner transport infrastructure, the effect on the cost of exporting goods is similar to additional "iceberg" costs.
Finally, Martinez and Sandleris (2011) makes an empirical point against our terms-of-trade penalty: creditor countries do not lower their total trade (import plus export in US dollar value) with defaulters, but non-creditor countries do. They conclude that if a terms-of-trade penalty is present, it is not imposed by current creditors. They then posit that it is hard to devise an incentivecompatible penalizing scheme where creditors do nothing but other countries forgo trade to punish defaulters. We find the assumption that the total trade must decline to be too severe; true, depreciation and the terms-of-trade penalty together imply that imports of the punished country must 2 Hence the 8% penalty in Arellano (2005) . decline, but they do not prevent exports from going up, due to the price effect and as may occur in our model. These cancelling forces might produce a only small change in total bilateral trade.
Some Stylized Facts on Trade in Default
De Paoli and Hoggarth (2006) explores defaults since 1975 and finds a strong link between currency crises and sovereign default. The paper proposes an informal explanation for this observation related to nominal rigidities and potential central bank insolvency. Here, we expand on this finding: Table   1 shows that even when depreciation might not qualify as a crisis, defaulters usually experience a decline in their terms of trade. Though large changes to the nominal exchange rate sometimes occur, generally the real depreciation actually accounts for most of the change in relative prices.
Our study considers only the real phenomena -defaulters face an endogenous depreciation of their real exchange rate, the price of foreign goods denominated in terms of domestic goods. Table 1 presents the gross changes over a year for defaulters' nominal effective exchange rate (NEER), real effective exchange rate (REER), export price, and the fraction of expenditure on imports. Notice that the median defaulter has nearly the same depreciation of its real exchange rate as its nominal exchange rate after a year's time. With higher-frequency data, the NEER depreciation tends to be sharper, but the REER quickly catches up. In some cases, the nominal change is greater than the real, but in many of these instances narrative evidence suggests mismanagement by the monetary authority or financial market overreaction. Table 1 reveals that nominal appreciation is rather uncommon.
Countries in default suffer a consistent drop of about 10% in the price of their exports in foreign markets; the distribution of price changes is more tightly clustered than the distribution of depreciation. The REER weights their trading partners by volume of trade, which suggests that the fall in export prices is more pronounced with a country's more active trading partners. Defaulters receive fewer imports in return for the same number of export goods, a fall in export price, which might stimulate domestic households to substitute away from foreign goods, further affecting the exchange rate.
Note that we use relatively low-frequency data in this statistic, looking at annual changes and the year of default. The reasons are twofold: First, there is a great deal of nuance to defining precisely when a country has declared default. Cruces and Trebesch (2013) does a very complete job of documenting different potential default dates, but which particular event in a default should matter most to international markets is unclear; hence, we use a wide time-window. Second highfrequency data are not consistently available for the national accounts data that we require for trade shares. The limitation this imposes, of course, is that we cannot say for sure that the change in terms-of-trade happened before or after the default, but Asonuma (2014) convincingly shows monthly changes in exchange rates before and after a selection of default episodes for which highfrequency data are available and dates are relatively certain. That paper's facts are consistent with considerable depreciation after an event that we feed into our model.
The data also reveal that households with bankrupt governments spend relatively less on imports, which have become more expensive following the price changes. In the model, this fact is an amalgam of two forces: the relative price of imports changes, meaning the substitution effect would decrease imports. This price change also has a negative income effect from the change and would diminish the demand for imports, with imports as normal goods. However, defaulting on debt saves the country debt service payments, which may have an opposing income effect. The falling share of imports combines these forces and disentangling them is quantitative. In our calibrated model as in the data, imports fall as a share of spending. Though Tomz and Wright (2007) suggests a surprisingly weak link between default and income, default does seem to change trade flows reliably.
2 Terms-of-Trade Penalty: Partial Equilibrium Bulow and Rogoff (1989) suggest that trade sanctions might sufficiently discourage default to support realistic levels of debt. They justify such trade disruptions by speculating that a country might rely on its reputation to maintain trade flows, which would be damaged by a default episode.
They did not, however, model a trade channel penalty or make quantitative statements about its implications.
To specify this terms-of-trade penalty, we assume that sovereign default is punished by the temporary deterioration of the terms of trade. At its extreme, this would be an absolute embargo, which was not uncommon historically when countries refused to pay their creditors. In the 1861
Mexican default, creditors actually seized the port of Veracruz (see Todd (1991) ): circumnavigating gunboats certainly increased the "iceberg costs" on Mexican exports. Though outright military force historically is only a minor force in punishing defaulters, our evidence suggests that something impedes trade for defaulters. When choosing to default, the sovereign understands that it is bringing higher trade costs upon its traders.
Our terms-of-trade penalty is a qualitatively important feature-one that allows the model to speak to an additional feature of the data, exchange rate depreciations. To see how this mechanism works, consider a simplified one-period model, where there is a consumer and two goods. The consumer can consume some of his endowment e, denoted by c, and use the "trading technology"
to transform the rest into imported good m. The consumer has homothetic, monotone, and quasiconcave preferences over goods. The transformation technology m = f (x) is concave and converts exports x = e − c into imports m. The slope of indifference curve at the consumer's choice point is the real exchange rate. We want to compare the outcomes of different penalties: the negative shock to endowment of home production goods and the iceberg cost to importing. On Figure 1 , solid lines represent the outcome before the penalty and dashed lines represent the outcome after the penalty.
Both panels of Figure 1 represent the same agent whose initial endowment is (e, 0) and the choice before default is at point A. Because the preferences are homothetic, when the choice after penalty is above the OA ray, the slope of the indifference curve at tangent is steeper; the reverse is true when the new allocation is below the OA ray. We want to show that in the case of income penalty the new allocation is always in the upper region, and in the case of terms-of-trade allocation At that point, the slope of new PPF is bigger than the slope of the indifference curve by concavity of f -the slope of new PPF here is equal to the slope of the old PPF at the point with the same ordinate, below point A along the old PPF. That means that the new optimal allocation, point C,
will be above the homotheticity line, just like in Figure 1a . Therefore, the income penalty brings about currency appreciation. Figure 1b represents a situation when a proportional imports penalty is imposed on the PPF, so the new PPF is the old PPF multiplied by (1 − π) < 1. Analogously, the intersection of the new PPF and the homotheticity line OA is denoted by B . The slope of a new PPF atĉ is π times the slope of the old PPF at the same abscissa, and therefore the slope of the new PPF is smaller. Every point along the old PPF to the left of A has a smaller slope of old PPF than at A by concavity of f (·). The slope of the old PPF at A is equal to the slope of the indifference curve at A by optimality.
By homotheticity, the slope of indifference curve at B is equal to the slope of the indifference curve at A. That means that at the point of (ĉ,m) the slope of the new PPF is smaller than the slope of the indifference curve, which means that the consumer's choice will be below the homotheticity line along the new PPF, with smaller slope of the tangents at equilibrium, just like in Figure 1b . Therefore, the terms-of-trade penalty brings an exchange rate depreciation, as we observe in the data.
The existence of post-default exchange rate depreciation is a qualitative reason for using termsof-trade penalty rather than a penalty directly to income. Naturally, there are also income effects at the default decision-agents do not have to repay both the debt and the interest-which might reverse the sign of exchange rate alteration. We verify the robustness of our argument by fitting a quantitative model's parameters to the data, which we present next.
The Model
Our model of default is a real business cycle model in the spirit of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) and Arellano (2008) , integrating a commodity space with both domestic and foreign goods. We de-
scribe a small open economy in which government internalizes its citizens' preferences over domestic goods, c t , and imports, m t . These goods are imperfect substitutes with constant elasticity, 1 1−κ in our formulation. The relative price of exports is the exchange rate, e t . Imports are exchanged for exports, x t by import firms according to m t = f (x t ). Their profit, Π t , goes back to households.
Asset markets are incomplete with one period bonds serving as the only insurance against shocks to the income stream, y t . The sovereign borrows b t on behalf of its citizens from an international market paying a coupon q t . Debt contracts are not enforceable, so the country may default. As punishment, the country suffers a deterioration in terms of trade and financial autarky for a random period of time.
The domestic country maximizes
(where κ and α determine the relative preference for imports), subject to the income process and budget constraint
The importer transforms exports to imports according to
In particular, we specify the import-export technology to be f (
nology is a reduced-form representation of the rest of the world's demand for domestic goods. For θ < 1, the home country's exports receive diminishing returns in terms of imports. This is equivalent to assuming diminishing marginal utility of the country's goods to the foreign consumers. θ 0 allows for fixed costs to exporting, though in our calibration we find its value to be quite small.
Certainly, we could motivate the demand coming from the rest of the world (ROW) with a structural formulation for preferences. However, from the point of view of the small open economy, only the ROW demand can be observed, and this demand function is sufficient to pick the optimal quantity of exports. Both estimating and imposing an explicit form for the ROW utility seems equally treacherous. Calibrating the preferences of the ROW is daunting because one must aggregate structural preferences, but the weighting of the relative importance of a trade partner is only observed in equilibrium. Aesthetically, a full optimization by the ROW might be preferable, but we choose to keep our model focused and parsimonious; our contribution is not precisely how countries trade, but rather why they default.
Much of our analysis would go through with a simpler, linear technology, f (x t ) = θ 1 x t . With a linear technology, the trade channel penalty would cause depreciation in default, but the depreciation would be one-for-one with the size of the penalty. With a linear trade technology, we would essentially be directly imposing the size of depreciation, instead of allowing it to be determined endogenously by preferences. Our preferred form matches the stylized facts to a greater extent. In particular, with a linear technology the depreciation would be the same size every time, but Table   1 reveals that this is not the case. Furthermore, as we will show later, the trade data reject θ = 0.
Timing
Time is infinite and discrete. At the beginning of each period, a country's state variables -income, borrowing to repay, and default status -are common knowledge. The first choice is whether to default; then the country chooses consumption, trade, and borrowing policies. If the country is in good standing, it faces a coupon price schedule from its creditors who will charge a premium over the fixed world interest rate based upon the probability of default in the next period.
If the country defaults, then it experiences a terms-of-trade deterioration before its trade policy is set. The equilibrium exchange rate clears the international trade markets. As in Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) , countries in default are in financial autarky and their bond position reverts to zero. In subsequent periods, countries can leave this defaulted state with an exogenous probability of being "forgiven."
Representative Household and Government
The sovereign government internalizes the problem of the representative household. In particular, household preferences take the form u(c t ,
. We formulate the representative household problem recursively. Given income realization, y, bond position, b, and the indicator of whether it is being punished, taking as exogenous the price of bonds, q(·, ·) and imports, e(·), the government solves two subproblems: one if it defaults and one if it does not. The solution to the non-default problem is summarized by the value function V (b, y) and the defaulter's problem has value function W (y). The default decision is the argmax of these two functions, and the government's value function, U (b, y), is the envelope over the subproblem value functions, V (·, ·), W (·). Formally, the government solves the Sovereign's Problem:
where h ∈ {0, 1} indicates default. Conditional on not defaulting this period, the Sovereign's Problem In Good Standing is:
The debt discount q(y, b ) adjusts the price of borrowing to accommodate the probability of default. By choosing b = b 0 , the country accepts the contract that gives it q(y, b 0 )b 0 units of home good this period and takes away b 0 units of home goods next period. Using discounts instead of returns permits banks to decide not to lend at all, which may happen when default is nearly certain because of an extremely high level of debt, which implies an infinite interest rate.
If the country chooses to default, then its value function is an optimal solution to The Sovereign's Problem In Default:
Importers
The importers face a trade demand given by equation (4) from the rest of the world. Note that the country does not face a perfectly elastic demand from the rest of the world. Instead, this is a "small country model" only in that the decisions of the country do not affect the demand of the rest of the world. In case of default, equation (4) is shifted to generate the terms-of-trade shock that serves as punishment.
Domestic importers take exports x from their countrymen at the price of the consumption good and exchange them for m, taking their price e as given. If the country is being punished for default, it receives fraction 1 − π fewer imports. Their problem is summarized by Importer's Problem:
Notice that the trade channel penalty, 1 − π, enters as if there were a sudden increase in iceberg costs. This is a conscious choice, intended to expose defaulters to trade barriers that increase the cost of sending their goods abroad. For example, a country's exporters may find that its exports sit in customs longer after default, that foreign trade inspectors are more deliberate, or, more benignly, that favorable trade agreements are canceled; this can be an efficient way of adding real costs of exporting, and Hummels (2001) shows how more time en route can be a trade barrier.
Alternatively, one can think of a country getting π less imports for the same amount of exports as a crude defaulted debt renegotiation process. 
International Financial Markets
Denote the default decision control h(y, b) = I (W (y) > V (y, b)). It is equal to 1 when country announces default. World financial markets are risk-neutral but cannot enforce their debt contracts.
They have perfect knowledge of the sovereign's problem, so they have zero profits and set q(y, b ) so that the expected return equals the international risk-free rate of return R. The credit market Zero Profit Condition is:
Recursive Equilibrium
The Recursive Competitive Equilibrium is a collection of b) ) when the country is not in default,
• choice functions (c W (y, b), m W (y, b)) when the country is in default,
• default choice function h(y, b),
• value functions (V (y, b), W (y), U (y, b)),
• choice functions when not in the default state (
• choice functions in the default state (x W m (y), m W m (y), Π W (y)),
• and prices (e V (y, b), e W (y), q(y, b )) such that:
e V (y, b) and U (y, b), and V (y, b) is the value function of this problem.
• (c W (y, b), m W (y, b)) solve the Sovereign's Problem In Good Standing, conditional on Π W (y), e W (y) and U (y, b), and W (y) is the value function of this problem.
• (h(y, b)) solve the Sovereign's Problem conditional on V (y, b) and W (y), and U (y, b) is the value function of this problem.
• (x V m (y, b), m V m (y, b)) solve the Importer's Problem conditional on e V (y, b), and Π V (y, b) is the value function of this problem.
• (x W m (y), m W m (y)) solve the Importer's Problem conditional on e W (y), and Π W (y) is the value function of this problem.
• q(y, b ) satisfies the Zero Profit Condition given on h(y, b).
• e V (y, b) is such that import market clearing condition m V (y, b) = m V m (y, b) holds.
• e W (y) is such that import market clearing condition m W (y) = m W m (y) holds.
Equilibrium exists for the same reason as in Arellano (2008) ; our problem is separable between borrowing and consumption. After the value of borrowing for the next period is chosen, the allocation of available income between consumption and imports is a maximizing monotone function upon compact set.
Quantitative Evaluations
To evaluate the predictive power of our model, we calibrate our baseline version to Argentine's historical data, following much related research. Argentina experienced three sovereign default events, in 1982, 1989, and 2002 . None of the restructuring periods were particularly long. All these defaults were accompanied by nominal exchange rate depreciation and non-zero trade balances.
The purpose of this numerical exercise is to find the size of depreciation at default implied by the structural estimates without using the depreciation as a moment in the estimation. Critically, an incorrectly specified model would result in either a too large or too small depreciation, and potentially rejecting the terms-of-trade penalty as a true penalty.
Data Description
Our parameter values come from our own estimates and Arellano (2008) . Specifically, we estimated the parameters of income time series, the goods relative preference parameters, and the importexport relationship parameters; and we followed previous work for the values of R, β, φ and σ. We The parameters that we used were estimated on the quarterly dataset from 1993 to 2008 and are provided in Table 2 .
Most of our estimates are similar to previous estimates, though they could certainly be debated.
For context on our trade parameters, especially the elasticity parameter κ, Ruhl (2003) is a nice discussion. Compared with other international business cycle models, our elasticity of substitution estimate is slightly high, which would tend to lessen the effect of our penalty and make it easier for countries to default. Table 2 : Parameter values, quarterly data.
For details on the estimation of our import-export parameters -θ, θ 0 , θ 1 -see Appendix B.3.
We are not aware of another comparable estimate using macroeconomic data. However, Das et al. (2001) , using firm-level data, found fixed costs for export supply close to zero. This is consistent with our value for θ 0 . Hummels and Klenow (2005) analyzed the growth of exports from developing countries and found that up to 60% of the increase comes from the "extensive margin." Rather than deepening existing trade relationships, countries increase exports by diversifying their goods or partners. We take it as evidence that export markets quickly become satiated and justifies small θ.
Solving for the Recursive Equilibrium
Since competition in the home market is perfect, the solution to the equilibrium is the same as solving in the case of a centralized home economy in which the importer's problem is internal to the household. We call this the Centralized Equilibrium and describe it in Appendix A. In the Argentine default example, the estimate of ln(1 − π) is -0.6939, which implies π ≈ 0.5.
We take this estimate as illustrative, as there is no explicit international policy for punishing defaulters, so there is no guarantee that one estimate for π should hold in other contexts, or even be the same for the same country at different times. In otherwords, we do not want to interpret this value as structural. Instead, we evaluate the model's predictions at various punishment levels to obtain bounds on plausible outcomes . Varying the value of π ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8} also serves to demonstrate the effect of the trade channel punishment. We see that the country's default policies and behavior in default is sensitive to the magnitude of the trade channel punishment.
Equilibrium Results
We obtain three interesting equilibrium predictions. First, the country borrows more if it had a history of negative income shocks-i.e. high current borrowing. Second, the current account is countercyclical, in line with the data and with Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) income shocks (because the probability of default is counter-cyclical) and spurs borrowing. Arellano (2008) has a pro-cyclical current account, and Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) shows that in its framework, without demand for trade, the current account's correlation depends on the specification of the income process. In our model, the current account is governed by consumer preferences for foreign goods, the importing technology, and consumption smoothing. In this richer trade environment, the behavior of the current account does not just mirror the agents' borrowing policy.
As our major contribution relies on the trading process that we model, we treat this result as a sign that our trading process properly approximates reality.
The counter-cyclical exchange rate is an uncommon result in the endogenous default literature as we discussed earlier, though others have established a similar result in data and Chari et al. (2002) shows that a fairly standard real business cycle can generate counter-cyclical real exchange rate movements. The intuition within our model is that with an increase in y, the country's possibility frontier in terms of (c, m) moves outwards. Consumption of both goods increases because the goods are normal. Since the marginal utility of consumers abroad goes down with additional exports, the exchange rate must rise with the increase in demand for foreign goods. It is important, however, to understand that foreign consumers in the model have no income shocks. To compare our result to the data, one must consider potential shifts in the world's demand function, which would manifest itself in Equation (4) and may shift the tangency point in Figure 2 .
Notice also that the exchange rate is higher in default, though not 1 1−π = 2 times higher, which happens because of the change in trade volumes due to substituting away from imports. The penalty shifts the line down, but the households are also able to adjust their consumption basket and, due to the curvature of Equation 4, this affects the exchange rate. As discussed earlier, we could generate a depreciation with linear trade technology, but the nonlinearity due to θ < 1 allows for this additional freedom. As the data reveal, there is variation in the size of depreciation and trade volumes tend to shift, which are both consistent with our preferred parameterization. Figure 6 depicts the default decision threshold: the debt is such that the country defaults if borrowing goes any higher. The small penalty case, π = 0.2, in which very little debt can be supported recalls the result of Bulow and Rogoff (1989) . As in Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) and Arellano (2008) , the sustainable debt increases in y which makes the interest rate spread counter-cyclical.
The Effect Of Penalty Levels
The right panel of Figure 6 demonstrates that the borrowing limit does not increase as fast as y, so that an expansion does not imply that a borrower can support a higher percentage of debt. The penalty value changes the exchange rate adjustment post default, as seen in Figure 7 . The exchange rate change pictured is calculated as the difference between the exchange rate in a default state and the exchange rate just before the default. That is, if the country has a debt that leaves it indifferent between defaulting and remaining in good standing, what would be the difference of exchange rates in these two cases? This thought experiment about the moment of default is close to thinking about two otherwise equal countries, one slightly below the default threshold and one just above. Such a comparison isolates the change purely as a response to the default decision. The figure reveals that the level of penalty determines the size of the depreciation. However, the country moderates some welfare damage by substituting domestic product for import consumption.
The amount of depreciation does not depend much on the country's position in the business cycle. the same consumption policy at the moment of default independently of the level of π, which is why consumption policy before default is represented by a single line (this qualitatively holds for other parameterizations). As the trade channel penalty increases, the substitution effect becomes stronger. Figure 2 reveals the link between the change in the makeup of the consumption basket and the exchange rate that we highlighted earlier. Home good consumption is a normal good. In a default state, an increase in income leads to an increase in consumption; in the good standing state, higher income allows the country to borrow more, somewhat negating the decreasing returns to scale of the import-export relation. A positive shock to income in a defaulted country will lead to increased consumption of home goods; a positive shock in a non-defaulted country can lead to a more than one-for-one increase in exports. to scale of the export-import relation make the dependence on y negative: countries in expansion export ever greater amounts to receive additional units of imports. The trade penalty has both a direct effect on the level of import (by construction) and an indirect effect through substitution. As in the data, proportional expenditure on imports falls following default; countries in expansion after default benefit from not servicing the debt; instead they can spend on consumption including im- 
Comparative Statics
Figure 10 summarizes the differences in behavior as we look across parameters space. We consider are a change in preferences for imports (α decreased by 0.1), a change in ability to forgive (φ increased by 0.1), and a change in variance of income (s 2 doubled the value). The penalty π in the benchmark case is set at 0.5.
Changing α affects the willingness to default. A country that is less import-oriented defaults sooner and consumes fewer imports in all states. We can draw meaning from this finding in one of two ways: Countries with more reliance on imports might be able to sustain more debt, as default would be more painful. Or, this is a potential piece of some countries' motives to default, as a rapid change in tastes toward home consumption could precipitate default. Consider a government with debt just below the maximum allowable with a certain value for α; then, if this sovereign suddenly cared less about the import component of consumption, the level of allowable debt would shift down, possibly below the existing stock.
After default also, these parameters effect behavior. There is a stronger improvement in trade balance when α is lower, because a lower α country will forgo more home consumption in both relative and absolute terms. The lower the country's α, by consuming fewer imports, moves down the decreasing returns import-export technology and, in the aftermath of a default, can sell into a "steeper" market.
The variance of the income process does not notably affect the patterns of trade adjustment relation, either before or after default. However, it affects the default decision quite a bit. Countries in expansion are more motivated to sustain debt than countries near their average income both because they want to save to smooth consumption and also because imports are relatively more important. In recession, they highly value the ability to borrow. Thus, high-income-variance countries have a higher value from maintaining good standing and can sustain higher debt before defaulting.
Also, observe that the variance of the composition of import and home goods is higher when y is high, and therefore the impact of increased variance is stronger on the right tail of income distri- bution. That leads to greater aversion to financial autarky, and consequently, to bigger tolerance of debt. Therefore, countries with higher income volatility might actually be safer for investors than steady economies.
The value of φ affects the cost of default: The bigger is φ, the worse is a country's cost of default and this its aversion becomes even stronger if it is currently experiencing an expansion because imports and domestic goods are complementary. But, once the choice of defaulting has been made, φ does not affect other tradeoffs, and therefore does not change the policies significantly. It does not affect the consumption basket at all.
The top right plot of Figure 10 demonstrates that changing parameters do not change equilibrium depreciation much. In fact, only three parameters matter for depreciation: θ, κ and π.
Other parameters, chosen to match Arellano (2008) , do not affect equilibrium default depreciation, which arises the combination of CES utility function and the proportional penalty. This is basically a result of our separability: once assets and default have been chosen, then the trading and consumption basket are set.
In fact, all endogenous variables of the equilibrium are sensitive to the elasticity of substituion κ and to the productivity of the importing technology θ. The change in these parameters greatly change the default decision curve, which is almost unaffected by other parameters except π. It is clear why: when it is harder for consumers to substitute away from imported goods, the same size of π implies bigger welfare losses, and therefore the country agrees to respect the debt obligations.
Conclusion
Our paper explores the systematic linkage between sovereign default and real exchange rate depreciation. It introduces a model that links depreciation of the real exchange rate to the decision to default. In the model, countries interact with the rest of the world for two reasons: they borrow to smooth consumption over the business cycle and trade for goods that cannot be produced at home. They may default on their borrowing, but misbehaving on the international stage hurts their international trade. A country in default has to export more units of its own production for the same amount of imports. Consumers substitute away from the foreign good, and the new exchange rate, the equilibrium price of foreign goods, depreciates. Because trade disruption is costly in terms of welfare, it reduces a country's willingness to default and allows it to sustain positive debt.
Prior research has noted this empirical connection between default and trade, but we try to clarify its quantitative role in default. Other quantitative models capture the contribution of output fluctuations to the default strategy; however, they consider international markets only as imperfect insurance against stochastic income shocks, abstracting from the desire for differentiated goods from abroad. Here, we have highlighted the importance of international trade. Our trade channel penalty allows a country to support a realistic level of debt before default. Furthermore, the country's maximum borrowing limit is not necessarily increasing with income, a feature observed in the data but difficult to match with other models. We explore the model's response to changes in determinants such as income volatility and penalty duration. Greater reliance on trade and international borrowing markets both increase the debt a country is willing to sustain.
In our calibration exercise, we used to data from Argentina to demonstrate the predictions of our import-export mechanism. With the parameters from this calibration, the model generated 
A Centralized Equilibrium
At the beginning of the game consumer chooses whether he wants to default or not is Household's New Problem:
The borrowers's problem conditional on not defaulting this period is New Problem With No Default:
s.t.
If country chooses to default, then its value function is a solution to New Problem In Default:
Combined with the Zero Profit Condition, solution to this problem will give the same values as the Equilibrium we want to study. However, it does not give the value of the exchange rate. We recover this from the first-order conditions to the New household choice problems:
B Estimation
To test our model's implications, we estimated various parameters using Argentine data. In many cases, we could have better characterized the Argentine data generating process with different parametric functional forms, but this would distract from the model we introduce. Our goal is not to match Argentine perfectly, though there is a certain virtue in doing so, but we fear that additional complexity will impede one's intuition for the model. Rather we decided to stay in the simple world of AR(1) processes and (relatively) linear functions to provide a reasonable test of the quantitative implications of our model .
B.1 Output Time Series
Output y was calibrated to quarterly deseasoned per-capita GDP in constant prices, which was assumed to follow AR(1) process. It was not detrended because trend seems to be too small. 
B.2 Consumer's Utility Parameters
Utility function parameters were estimated from the first-order condition of consumer. c was taken to be equal to consumption (both private and public) plus investment from INDEC data. Nominal imports quantity was deduced from import value from INDEC data divided by the exchange rate, obtained from European Bank.
ln e = ln 1 − α α + (κ − 1) ln c/y m/y .
Estimates are following: Within a 95% confidence interval, we can conclude that κ < 1, so goods are not perfect substitutes, and α > 0.5. With the obvious transformations of the estimation in Table 4 , κ = 0.8447 and α = 0.5859. Again, the regression is not perfect. An ARIMA(2,1,1) model specification seems to perform better to correct for the nonstationarity for which exchange rates are notorious.
B.3 Import-Export Equation
The most interesting regression seems to be the trade equation. It was estimated by nonlinear least squares:
ln m t = ln(1 − π)I(punished at t) + ln θ 1 + θ ln (x t − θ 0 ) + t .
Here we decided to allow the import-export equation to be nonlinear (θ not necessarily equal to 1), have a fixed cost (θ 0 is not necessarily equal to 0). We do not explore why it happens that firms can earn positive profits in equilibrium; we just allow estimates to signal us about that. These degrees of freedom are not necessary, and they don't drive our main result. However, they certainly help to achieve better fit of default responses.
For numbers on imports and exports, we smoothed quarterly fluctuations on the INDEC data using an HP filter with smoothing parameter 400. The estimate of ln(1 − π) suggests that π is equal to 0.5 with surprising precision. We will use this number in model outcome calculation; to make sure we don't fall victim of regression's non-robustness, we also solve for the model with π = 0.8 and π = 0.2, so whatever is the real value of π, the real outcome will be lying in between these two models' outcomes. As for values of θs, Imports do not only increase due to an increase in x, but also from a renewed efficiency of trading.
Summarizing, we don't use the data after default because we believe that after forgiving the default import depends not only on export on the same period, but also on export on previous periods. 
